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Samenvatting 
 

Ambulante detectie van stress is belangrijk bij het voorkomen van chronische ziektes. In deze studie is er een 

raamwerk ontwikkeld voor het verwerken van fysiologische signalen en onderzocht hoe de stress gerelateerde 

kenmerken van de signalen variëren tussen laboratorium stressoren en stressoren in het dagelijks leven. De 

stressreacties werden gemeten met de draagbare sensor Empatica E4, die een hartslag (PPG), huidgeleiding (SC) en 

huidtemperatuur (ST) meet. De laboratorium meting bestond uit het geven van een presentatie, hoofdrekenen en 

de Stroop Colour Word Test. In het dagelijks leven werd stress gemeten met korte vragenlijsten (Ecological 

Momentary Assessment) gedurende twee weken. Lineaire modellen zijn gemaakt voor het laboratorium en het 

dagelijks leven voor elke deelnemer op basis van de stress gerelateerde kenmerken en de zelfrapportages. De 

resultaten wijzen in de richting dat de stress gerelateerde kenmerken verschillen tussen het laboratorium en het 

dagelijks leven en individuen.  Dit suggereert de behoefte aan geïndividualiseerde modellen voor stressdetectie en 

om de informatie uit laboratorium- en dagelijkse metingen als complementair te bekijken. Daarnaast werd een 

raamwerk gecreëerd voor stressdetectie met een multi-sensor benadering, die filters en kwaliteitsindicatoren bevat 

om de kwaliteit van de signalen te beoordelen.   
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Abstract— Ambulatory detection of stress is important in preventing chronic diseases. In this study, we created a multi-
sensor processing framework and investigated how the stress-related features vary between laboratory and daily-life stressors. 
The stress responses were measured with the wearable Empatica E4, containing photoplethysmography (PPG), skin 
conductance (SC) and skin temperature (ST). The laboratory measurement consisted of a public speaking task, a mental 
arithmetic task and the Stroop Colour Word Test. Stress in daily-life was measured for two weeks with Ecological Momentary 
Assessment. Linear models for the laboratory and daily-life stressor were designed for each participant based on the stress-
related features and self-reports. The results point into the direction that the stress associated features are different between 
laboratory and daily-life settings and individuals. This suggests the need for individualized models for stress detection and for 
viewing the information from laboratory and daily-life measurements as complementary. Next to that, a framework was created 
for stress detection with a multi-sensor approach, which contained pre-processing steps as filtering and quality indicators to 
assess the quality of the signals.  

Index Terms—Multi-sensor, stress, physiological signals.  

 

 

I. 
 INTRODUCTION 

Chronic diseases, such as diabetes and obesity, are the main 

cause of mortality and are responsible for 70% of all the 

deaths worldwide. One major cause of these chronic diseases 

is an unhealthy lifestyle, characterized by for example an 

unhealthy diet, physical inactivity, excessive alcohol 

consumption and smoking [1,2]. In addition, chronic stress is a 

common risk factor for 75-90% of chronic diseases [3]. 

Therefore, early detection and prevention of the negative 

effects of stress are important in preventing chronic diseases 

and improving the quality of life of patients with chronic 

diseases [4].  

There is no universal definition of stress [5]. The definition of 

stress in this study is taken from Liu et al. [3](p.1): “Stress is a 

state of threatened homeostasis provoked by a psychological, 

environmental, or physiological stressor.” This definition is 

chosen since it covers the three approaches for defining stress 

(environmental, physiological and psychological) present in 

literature. The stress responses occur as a reaction to stressors, 

which can be defined as stimuli that can disturb the 

equilibrium inside the body [5]. 

A distinction can be made between acute and chronic stress. 

Acute stress arises from an incident and endures for a short 

period of time, such as having to finish work before a deadline 

[5]. Chronic stress arises due to a prolonged imbalance and 

 
 

induces negative mental and physical symptoms, influencing 

blood pressure and cholesterol levels [5].  

Currently, the gold standard to assess stress is by the use of 

questionnaires, such as the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) [4,6]. 

However, questionnaires are time-consuming to fill in and 

provide only a momentary retrospective snapshot of the stress 

level of an individual, which limits the accuracy in 

determining and monitoring stress [4,6-7]. On the other hand, 

it is well established that stress activates the sympathetic 

nervous system (SNS), which causes particular physiological 

responses such as an increase in heart rate and an increase in 

sweat production [5]. These physiological responses can be 

defined as the response of the body to prepare for surviving 

the threat, it activates the sympathetic–adrenomedullary 

(SAM) system and hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenocortical 

(HPA) axis [8]. These responses can be continuously 

measured through wearable sensors in daily-life [5]. The 

responses reflect primarily acute stress, but it may prolong the 

response to a chronic stress response [8].  

Previous research has measured physiological responses to 

capture stress in the laboratory and in daily-life [4,5]. In the 

laboratory setting, stress responses in physiological signals 

from wearable sensors are already shown to be associated with 

chronic and acute stress [7,10]. Also, high classification 

accuracies were achieved for stressed moments in the 

laboratory based on physiological responses [9,11]. This 

Schiphorst, L.R.B., Braem, C.I.R., Yavuz, U.S, Noordzij, M.L., Veltink, P.H. 
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shows that stress induced in laboratory settings can be 

captured through physiological responses.  

The physiological stress responses are extensively researched 

in the laboratory, but the application of laboratory 

measurements in the real world is limited. With the rise of the 

wearable sensors, the focus of researching stress has shifted 

from laboratory towards stress detection in ambulatory 

settings, to improve lifestyle and prevent chronic diseases [4]. 

The past research in ambulatory stress detection can be 

divided into semi-ambulant, which is observing stress in a 

specific situation, and ambulantory, which is monitoring in the 

daily-life setting [4,7,13]. Healey and Picard for example 

showed that skin conductance and heart rate had the highest 

association with the stress level of the participants while 

driving [13]. The SWEET study by Smets et al., showed 

associations between physiological signals and stress based on 

self-reports in daily-life [4]. Although these results show that 

it is promising to use physiological signals in daily-life for 

stress detection, the classification accuracies in daily-life are 

lower compared to laboratory settings [14]. 

Next to the lower classification accuracies, there are other 

challenges to overcome in stress detection in daily-life. 

Examples are reduced signal quality, confounding factors, lack 

of gold standard and person-specific stress responses [7,11]. 

The signal quality is reduced in daily-life due to influences of 

surroundings, motion artefacts or improper use of the device. 

So, signal quality indicators to detect artefacts are needed to 

ensure the quality of physiological signals in the analysis. 

Previous research has created methods to detect artefacts, but 

one framework to assess quality of multiple physiological 

signals is lacking. As a multi-sensor approach was shown to 

surpass one signal approaches in stress detection [7]. Another 

important challenge is the influence of physical activity, since 

it activates the sympathetic nervous system like the stress 

response system and the quality of the signals [7]. Another 

challenge is that there is no gold standard in daily-life settings 

to compare the results of the physiological signals to. To 

overcome the challenge of limited gold standard, research 

relies for now on self-reported questionnaires [4,5]. Moreover, 

Smets et al. [4] showed with a large-scale research in an 

ambulatory setting that stress responses tend to be person-

specific, so personalized approaches are needed.  

The person-specific stress response suggests the need for 

personalized techniques, such as personal models, for stress 

detection in an ambulatory setting [7,15]. Smets et al., created 

clusters on Montreal Imaging Stress Test (MIST) in daily-life 

to personalize models [9]. The results imply that the type of 

features, characteristics of physiological signals, that are 

associated with a stress test in daily-life and daily-life stressors 

can be similar. This suggests that features may be a promising 

tool to improve the classification accuracy [9]. In addition, the 

results show that the stress test may be useful for personalized 

calibration, to capture individual physiological information 

[9]. Although the results indicate that a stress test could be 

used for normalization and clustering of features, the models 

with information from the stress test showed low classification 

accuracies. Hovspian et al. created a model trained on 

laboratory data and applied to laboratory and field data, giving 

a prediction accuracy of 90% for laboratory data and 72% for 

the field data [11]. These models built in the laboratory show 

lower accuracies in daily-life. Thus, more information about 

the relation between the stress responses during laboratory 

stressors, a stress test in daily-life and daily-life stressors is 

needed, to know how the accuracy of stress classification can 

be improved. 

To the best of our knowledge, a framework to analyze 

multiple physiological signals is missing and the stress 

responses from laboratory stressors, a stress test and daily-life 

stressors have not been compared before. The wearable multi-

sensor used in this study is Empatica E4, which measures 

blood volume pulse, skin conductance and skin temperature. 

The stress test used in daily-life in this study is the 

(computerized) Stroop Colour Word Test (SCWT), which has 

been shown to be associated with stress by previous studies 

[16,17]. The research captures two aims: (1) create a 

framework for a multi-sensor approach (PPG, SC, ST and 

ACC) and (2) compare stress-related features from the 

wearable sensors between laboratory stressors, SCWT and 

daily-life stressors in healthy individuals.  

II. Methods 
 

II.1 Study population 
This study was approved by ethics committee of Behavioural, 

Management and Social sciences at University of Twente 

(220397). STEADY (STress mEasurements in lAboratory and 

DailY-life) is an exploratory study in which six healthy 

subjects were included. The STEADY study ran from 18-05-

2022 and is still including participants at the University of 

Twente. All participants provided their consent before 

participation. 

One inclusion criterium was being between the age of 18 and 

65 years, since ageing can influence physiological signals 

[18]. Further inclusion criteria were being a Dutch- or 

English-speaker and having a job or study that primarily 

requires sitting during the day, to decrease the influence of 

physical activity [7]. Exclusion criteria of this study are: 

diagnoses of cardiovascular disease, diagnoses of mental 

disorders like a depression, use of medications that have an 

effect on the nervous system or cardiovascular system, Having 

diabetes, BMI > 25, problems with blood pressure, or 

pregnancy [5]. Participants received compensation for 

participation in the study based on the answer ratio of the 

EMA. 
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II.2 Physiological recording 
The Empatica E4 wristband (Empatica Srl, Milan, Italy) was 

used in this study to record multiple physiological signals. 

Photoplethysmography (PPG) was recorded at 64 Hz, skin 

conductance (SC) at 4 Hz, skin temperature (ST) at 4 Hz and 

3-axis acceleration (ACC) at 32 Hz [19]. Participants were 

instructed to put the wristband on their non-dominant hand 

[20]. 

II.3 Study procedures 
The study protocol consisted of the laboratory and daily-life 

measurements, in which the measurements lasted two hours 

and two weeks, respectively. Before the laboratory 

measurements started, subjects provided baseline 

characteristics, such as age, length, and weight. In order to 

prevent the influence of confounding variables on the 

measurement, participants were not allowed to smoke, 

perform any vigorous physical activity (e.g. running) or have 

any intake of caffeine four hours prior to the laboratory 

measurement. Also, the use of alcohol had to be avoided one 

day prior to the measurement and pain medication should not 

be taken 72 hours before the measurement [21]. The 

participants put on the Empatica E4 wristband 15 minutes 

prior to the laboratory measurements, in order to let sensors in 

the wristband adjust to the skin [22].    

II.3.1 Laboratory measurement 

The laboratory protocol was similar to the protocol from 

Plarre et al. [21]. An overview of the protocol can be found in 

Figure 1. At the start of the measurement, there was a ten-

minute baseline period in which the participants watched a 

nature documentary to be in a non-stressed state [21]. After 

that, there was a counting baseline of five minutes in which 

the participants counted out-loud from one till fifty repeatedly, 

to capture the change in physiology due to speaking [11]. 

After the counting task there was a rest period of five minutes 

so the physiological signals returned partially to baseline [21].  

The laboratory measurement contained three stressors, for 

which the order was randomized. One stressor was the public 

speaking task, in which participants had four minutes to 

prepare a presentation about a given topic and then had four 
minutes to give the presentation. The participants were told 

that the presentation was recorded to induce more stress [21]. 

Another stressor was a mental arithmetic test, in which 

participants had to add the sum of a three-digit number to 

another number [21]. The researcher intervened by saying 

'wrong' when the participant answered wrongly, but the 

researcher also stated 'wrong' if the participant answered about 

five times in a row correctly to induce extra stress. The last 

stressor was the SCWT, that participants performed in daily-

life settings as well. It consisted of three phases: neutral, 

congruent and incongruent [23]. In the neutral phase '###' are 

shown in different colors and the participants named the right 

color. In the congruent phase the colors will match the 

meaning of the text, such as 'black'. During these two phases 

no time or feedback was given. In the last phase incongruent 

words and colors are presented, with feedback and time 

pressure. Each phase takes two minutes.  

During the laboratory measurement, the participants wore the 

Empatica E4 continuously. Next to that, the participants filled 

in self-reports before and after each task or rest period  [18]. 

The self-reports were incorporated to capture how stressed the 

participants felt during the different phases of the 

measurement. In the self-reports, the participants had to rate 

their current stress level on a Likert scale of one to five (S1-

S5). 

II.3.2 Daily-life measurement 

The day after the laboratory assessment, the daily-life 

measurement started. The participants wore the Empatica E4 

continuously for two weeks. Next to that, during the two week 

period participants performed the SCWT in EthicaData 

(Ethica, Toronto, Canada) twice. It had the same format as in 

the laboratory setting. Moreover, the participants received a 

notification from the EthicaData app to fill in the Ecological 

Momentary Assessment (EMA). The EMA was designed 

similar to Smets et al. [4] and consisted of the Self Assessment 

Manikin (SAM) score, stress level and confounding factors 

[4]. The SAM score measures emotions linked to stress, which 

helps to distinguish positive stress from negative stress. The 

Figure 1: Laboratory protocol of STEADY, based on Plarre et al [21]. Three stressors (public speaking, mental arithmetic and Stroop 
Colour Word) are presented with resting moments and a baseline counting task. The sequence of the stressor was randomized for 
each participant. 
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second part of the SAM asked the current and past 1-hour 

stress level. With the current stress level the physiological 

features can be determined over a shorter time frame which 

may be more accurate [5,9]. The stress level over the past hour 

reduces the chance of missing any stressed moments. These 

questions were asked on a Likert scale from one to five, 

ranging from being not stressed to extremely stressed [4]. The 

third part on confounding factor was included to enable 

Figure 2: Pre-processing steps of the physiological signals containing signals (blue), filters (red), quality indicators (light-blue), movement levels 
classification (purple), SC artifact detection (orange) and quality indicators scores (green) . PPG is filtered with median filter and subsequently 
passed through quality indicators and template matching, leading to a quality score (PPGQI). ST is filtered by SG-filter and passed through 
quality indicators, after which the slope is also input for SC quality (TRT) and the quality score of ST is determined (STQI). SC is filtered by SG-filter 
and also passed quality indicators. Then a quality score for SC is made (SCQI) based on TRT, number of shape artefacts (SA) and norm of 
acceleration (TRM). Only windows with 80% of data of the three signals are used in further steps.  
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indicating when the participant had any food, caffeine or 

alcohol intake during the past hour, if they had any [4]. Also, 

current and past 1-hour performed physical activities were 

registered with a predefined list to aid recall. The questions are 

presented in Appendix A.1.  

The EMAs were prompted randomly in the following time 

blocks: 07:00 - 08:00, 09:30 - 10:30, 12:00 - 13:00, 14:30 - 

15:30, 17:00 - 18:00, 19:30 - 20:30. The EMAs were 

prompted six times, since that has been shown to lead to 

compliance rates of more than 80% [24-26]. Participants had 

thirty minutes to answer the questions.  

Next to the EMAs, there was a daily questionnaire about the 

types of stressors that occurred the last 24 hours called the 

Daily Stress Inventory (DSI) [27]. At the last day of the 

measurement in daily life, the participants had to fill in the 

Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) questionnaire [28]. 

II.4 Data analysis 

II.4.1 Pre-processing  

The raw data obtained from Empatica E4 was first 

synchronized with the self-reports from the lab or self-reports 

of the EMA questionnaire by using Unix timestamp. After 

that, the signals were pre-processed to filter out artifacts due to 

motion and external influences.  

The PPG signal was filtered by a 9-sample median filter [29], 

and detrended. The median filter is a non-linear filter, which 

replaces each sample with the median of surrounding values 

set by a window size [29]. More information on the filter can 

be found in Appendix A.2. In addition, quality indicators 

developed by Orphanidou et al. [30] were used to assess the 

quality of PPG signal for every 5 second segment. Three rules 

were evaluated: (1) Heart rate (HR) had to be between 40 and 

180 beats per minute, (2) the maximal time between two PPG 

pulses may not exceed three seconds and (3) the ratio of the 

maximal and minimal time between two PPG pulses had to be 

less than 2.2. Lastly, a correlation template matching 

procedure was performed, which classified the ten-second 

segment signal as good or bad quality [30,31]. The initial 

template was created based on the mean of the good pulses, 

based on the three quality indicators, during the baseline 

segment for laboratory measurement or on the night before (or 

after if night before was missing) for ambulatory 

measurement. The PPG sample was resampled to match the 

template. Both the template and PPG sample were normalized 

in amplitude prior to the template matching procedure [31]. 

The worst 25% of the correlated peaks was discarded per day. 

Examples of the good or bad quality segments are given in 

Appendix A.4. 

The SC signal was first filtered by a Savitzky-Golay (SG) 5th-

order filter and 11-sample window, since the SG filter 

smooths the SC signal without changing the signal properties 

[29,32]. More information on the filter can be found in 

Appendix A.3. Next to that, the artefact detection method was 

implemented on 5-second windows, for the following 

artifacts: (1) shape artefacts, (2) movement artefacts and (3) 

temperature-based artefacts. (1) were detected by quality 

indicators based on SC signal and peaks in the phasic 

component of SC signal [33]. Continuous Decomposition 

Analysis (CDA) of Ledalab was used to decompose the SC 

signal into phasic and tonic signals [34]. (2) were detected by 

determining the norm of acceleration for each window, 

resulting in four categories from inactive to vigorous [33]. (3) 

were determined based on the slope of the skin temperature 

signal of each window [32].  

Every 30-second window receives a score on these three 

components: (1) was scored based on the ratio of shape 

artefacts in the window, (2) was given the score 1 if the 

movement is vigorous, else it is 0 and (3) was scored as 1 if 

the slope of temperature is outside [-0.2,0.2], 0 otherwise. This 

was the lowest threshold possible, since the accuracy of 

Empatica E4 is 0.2 degrees Celsius. Next, the weights of these 

components were set to 2/3, 1/3 and zero in laboratory and 

2/3, 1/6 and 1/6 in daily-life. In laboratory criterium 3 was not 

taken into account, because all participants were in a 

controlled room so it is assumed that the temperature would 

not influence the quality of the signals. The weight of the 

shape artefacts was set to 2/3, meaning that if two shape 

artefacts were present in the window, the window was 

classified as bad similar to PPG. In daily-life the self-reports 

including moderate to high physical activity were excluded, so 

it can be expected that windows will not have moderate to 

high physical activity. In the end, this resulted in a score from 

0-100 for data quality [33], only windows with a score of 80 

or higher are included in further analysis. Examples of bad 

segments due to quality indicators are given in Appendix A.4. 

The ST signal was also first filtered by a SG filter (order = 5, 

window = 9 samples) [29,32]. The quality of the ST signal is 

classified as bad if the ST is lower than 20 or higher than 40 

degrees Celsius [4,32]. An example of a bad segments is 

provided in Appendix A.4.  

II.4.2 Feature extraction 

In total, 21 physiological features were determined from the 

recorded physiological signals: eight, ten, and three features 

from the PPG, EDA and ST signal, respectively (Table 1). 

These features were chosen based on previous research that 

has shown a significant association between these features and 

stress [4,5,7,11,12,35-45]. The median and interquartile range 

of the features was chosen based on the distribution of the 

features. A window of 30 seconds (six five-second segments) 

was chosen to calculate the features. Only the windows in 

which 80% of the data was good quality data, meaning five 

out of six five-second segments, according to the quality 

indicators and template matching were used [4]. After the 

features were extracted, the features were z-normalised per 

participant to remove variations in the data [4]. Next, a 
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correlation analysis was performed to determine correlated 

features per subject. If the features had a correlation 

coefficient of 0.8 or higher, the features were seen as 

correlated [31].  

Table 1: Overview of features extracted from the three physiological 
signals, with references which are studies that used the features 
successfully for stress detection  

Feature  Feature full name References 

mHR Median heart rate [4] [7] [35] 
[36] 

HRV Heart rate variability [7] [12] [35] 

[36] [37] [38] 

SDNN Interquartile range of normal-to-normal 
intervals 

[4] [5] [35] 
[39] 

RMSSD Root of the median of the sum of squares of 

differences in normal-to-normal intervals 

[4] [35] [40] 

pNN50 Proportion of successive normal-to-normal 

intervals that differ more than 50 ms 

[35] [39] [40] 

LF Low frequency band (0.04-0.15 Hz) [38] 

HF High frequency band (0.15-0.4 Hz) [38] 

LF/HF Ratio of low and high frequency band [4] [5] [38] 

mSCL Median skin conductance level [41] [42] 

minSCL Minimum skin conductance level [40] 

SD SCL Interquartile range of skin conductance level [40] 

Absdiff2 Signal power of skin conductance in second 

difference 

[11] [42] 

mSCR Median skin conductance  [7] 

SCRR Skin conductance response rate [5] [40] [43] 

SCR dur Total duration of skin conductance response [7] 

SCR amp Total amplitude of skin conductance 
response 

[7] [43] 

SCR area Skin conductance response area [4] 

SCR pow Signal power of skin conductance response [4] 

mST Median skin temperature [4] [44] [45] 

SD ST  Interquartile range of skin temperature [4] 

ST slope Slope of skin temperature [4] 

II.4.2 Statistical analysis 

The data from the laboratory measurement was split into rest 

moments and baseline speaking task. The rest moments were 

the rest moments during the laboratory protocol. The Mann-

Whitney U test was performed to test for significant 

differences between rest moments and the baseline speaking 

task. Bonferroni correction was used to correct for multiple 

comparisons. Additionally, the signals were split into S1, S2, 

S3, S4 and S5, corresponding to the self-reported stress level 

of the Likert scale of self-reports during laboratory 

measurements. S1 means being not stressed and S5 means 

being very stressed. Differences in features between the five 

levels were investigated with linear models, with the feature as 

response variable and fixed effects was the stress-level. The 

models were individually created, since the stress-response 

can be person-specific. Differences in response time of SCWT 

were investigated with the Kruskal-Wallis H test followed by 

Tukey Kamer post-hoc tests. The same was done for the three 

phases of SCWT.   

Sixty minutes before the questionnaire was prompted was 

used for stress level of one hour in daily-life [9] and two 

minutes prior to questionnaire was used for the current stress 

level [5]. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to test whether 

windows with food intake differed from windows without 

food intake. The same was performed for the intake of alcohol 

and caffeine. To investigate the differences in stress-levels in 

daily-life similar linear models were created as in laboratory, 

but now the time between the measurements was included, 

since the timepoints were further apart. By laboratory 

measurement these were not included as the timepoints were 

all close to each other. Linear models were corrected for 

multiple comparisons with Bonferroni correction. 

 

III. Results 

III.1 Population characteristics 

Six participants were included of which two participants were 

excluded and one participant was not used in the data analysis. 

One participant was excluded due to diagnosis of mental 

disorder, one participant was excluded due to sensor failure. In 

one subject data was excluded, because no data was available 

from the EMA questionnaire and sensor data simultaneously 

without moderate to high physical activity. From the 

remaining 3 participants, one was male. The median age of the 

eligible participants was 28 years with interquartile range of 

4.0 years. The BMI of the participants was 23.41 kg m-3 +/- 

2.53. Two participants were college students and one 

participant had a fulltime employment. The average PSS score 

was 24 (IQR = 5.25). DSI showed that participants 

experienced different stressors and that these stressors can 

differ per day. All three participants experienced stress by 

mainly work related factors, such as thinking about unfinished 

work, hurrying to meet deadlines, being unable to complete 

task, being unorganized and being unable to complete all tasks 

for the day. However, also social factors such as not hearing 

from someone you expected to hear from and health factors 

such as not having enough sleep caused stress.  

III.2 Adherence 

During the laboratory measurement, 100% of the self-reports 

were filled in. During the daily-life measurement, on average 

78.6% of the EMAs were filled in, which resulted in a total of  

198 completed EMAs. The DSI and PSS questionnaires were 

completed 100% of the time. Furthermore, all subjects 

completed both SCWT in daily-life.  

III.3 Data quality 

During the laboratory measurement, 13 out of 30 windows 

(43.33%) and 94 out of 210 windows (44.76%) of the baseline 

speaking task and rest moments, respectively, contained good 

quality data. The stress levels (S1, S2, S3-S4) during the 

laboratory measurement had 59 out of 140 (42.14%), 48 out of 

110 (43.64%) and 13 out of 50 (26%) respectively good 
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quality windows. The good quality windows of SCWT in 

daily-life ranged from 25% to 50%, most good quality 

windows during congruent phase (50%) and lowest good 

quality windows during neutral phase (25%). The current 

stress level in daily-life had 81 out of 352 (23.01 %), 36 out of 

184 (19.57 %) and 19 out of 84 (22.62 %) good quality 

windows respectively. The past one hour stress level in daily-

life had 1867 out of 5520 (33.82%), 1118 out of 3840 

(29.11%) and 253 out of 720 (35.14%) good quality windows 

respectively. The PPG data quality was the lowest of the three 

physiological signals (37.78%), SC had 99.09% and ST 100%.  

III.4 Correlation analysis 

High correlations (r>=0.8) were investigated amongst features 

in laboratory and daily-life measurement per subject. If two 

features were at least correlated in one of the two settings, one 

of the two features was excluded from further analysis. mHR 

was chosen over HRV and RMSSD because literature showed 

higher reliability for mHR with E4. HF was chosen over LF, 

because the window length might not be long enough to 

capture LF [34]. mSCL was chosen over SD SCL. SCR amp 

and SCR pow were chosen from correlated SCR features, 

because these two features are associated with stress in daily-

life. An overview of the features for each participant is 

presented in Table 2.  

Table 2: Overview of features for each participant 

Feature Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3 

mHR * * * 

SDNN * * * 

pNN50 *   

HF * * * 

LF/HF * * * 

mSCL * * * 

minSCL *   

Absdiff2   * 

SCRR   * 

SCR dur   * 

SCR amp * * * 

SCR pow * * * 

mST * * * 

SD ST * * * 

ST slope *   

III.5 Laboratory measurement 

During the laboratory measurement, self-reports and 

physiological signals were obtained. Figure 3 shows that the 

participants responded differently to the stressors, for example 

the increase in stress-level is not similar and the decrease in 

stress-level after the stressor differed. All three participants 

had different trends. Participant s1 and 2 had an increase and 

decrease in self-reported stress, respectively. While participant 

3 started and ended with no self-reported stress. 

The percentage of correct answers in neutral, congruent and 

incongruent phase of SCWT were determined per subject. 

Participant 1 had 100%, 100% and 100% respectively. 

Participant 2 had 98.36%, 98.47% and 99.01% . Participant 3 

had 99.08%, 99.19% and 97.65%. All participants showed a 

significant difference in response time between congruent and 

incongruent phase and participant 2 and 3 also had significant 

difference between neutral and incongruent phase (Figure 5A). 

Only participant 2 showed a significant difference between 

neutral and congruent phase.  

For each participant it was tested if features were significantly 

different during the baseline speaking task compared to rest 

moments. For participants 1 and 2 there were no features that 

were significantly different during baseline speaking task and 

rest moments. Finally, two features (mHR and mSCL) showed 

a significant difference between baseline speaking task and 

rest moments for participant 3.  

Linear models for each participant between each feature and 

the stress-levels were created. Stress levels S3 and S4 were 

merged together (S3-S4), since the self-reports were 

imbalanced [4]. Participant 1 had a significant difference 

(p<0.001) in HF between S1 and S2 and between S1 and S3-

S4 (Figure 4). The absolute difference between S1 and S2 was 

-1.03∙ 105 with 95% confidence intervals (CI) of -1.03 ∙ 104 to 

1.02 ∙ 104. The absolute difference with 95% CI between S1 

and S3-S4 was -1.02∙ 105 (-1.03 ∙ 104,1.02 ∙ 104). 

Additionally, the participant had a significant difference 

(p<0.001) in SCR pow between S1 and S2 and between S1 

and S3-S4. The absolute difference with 95% CI between S1 

and S2 was -1.78∙ 10−2 (-1.94∙ 10−2 , -1.63∙ 10−2). Next to 

that, the absolute difference with 95% CI between S1 and S3 

was -0.017237 (-1.88∙ 10−2, - 1.57∙ 10−2).  

III.6 Stress test in daily-life 

The stress test in daily-life in this study was the SCWT, which 

was 100% completed. The percentage of correct answers in 

neutral, congruent and incongruent phase of SCWT were 

determined per subject per SCWT. By the first SCWT in 

daily-life participant 1 had 100%, 100% and 97.40%, 

participant 2 had 99.12%, 96.64% and 99.03% and participant 

3 had 99.08%, 99.17% and 98.92% respectively. By the 

Figure 3: Self-reports in laboratory measurement for the three 
participants 
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second SCWT in daily-life participant 1 had 98.90%, 100% 

and 100%, participant 2 had 100 %, 100 % and 99.05% and 

participant 3 had 98.29%, 98.40% and 97.39% respectively.  

For each participant it was investigated if there were 

significant differences in response time between the three 

phases of SCWT (Figure 5B). All participants showed a 

significant difference in response time between congruent and 

incongruent phase by week 1, participant 1 also showed this in 

week 2. Participant 1 in week 2 and participant 3 in week 1 

also showed a significant difference between neutral and 

incongruent phase. Finally, participant 1 showed in week 1 a 

significant difference between neutral and congruent phase.  

There were no significant differences between the first and 

second SCWT in daily-life in the three phases. Next, all the 

data was taken together and there were no significant 

differences between the three phases of SCWT.  

III.7 Daily-life measurement 

35.58% of the filled in EMAs contained moderate to high 

physical activity, 37.45% contained food intake and 10.11% 

had caffeine or alcohol intake. In daily-life participants felt 

57.30%,  31.84% , 8.61%  and 1.50%, not stressed, a little 

stressed, moderately, very and extremely stressed during the 

past hour. For the current stress level this was, 59.93%, 

29.96% 8.24%, 1.12% of the time 0% of the time. Self-reports 

are shown in Figure 6. For participant 1 83.8% of the self-

reports are the same for current and past one hour stress level, 

for participant 2 and 3 this was 88.3% and 78.6% respectively.  

The Mann-Whitney U test showed that there were no 

significant differences in physiological features between 

windows with food intake compared to windows without food 

intake for the current stress level. However, when looking at 

the stress level of the past hour, there was a significant 

difference in features between windows with food intake and 

windows without food intake. For the current stress level, 

windows with food intake were also used for the analysis. 

Whereas for the stress level of the past hour, only windows 

without food intake were used. 

A similar analysis could not be done for windows with 

caffeine or alcohol intake, since there were no windows with 

caffeine or alcohol intake and without intake that had the same 

stress level and were not affected by high to moderate physical 

Figure 4: Results of the HF component of participant 1 in laboratory measurement (A) and SCR pow (B) between the three stress levels 

Figure 5: Response time of SCWT during (A) laboratory measurement and (B) daily-life measurement, the colours blue, red and pink represent 
the three phases neutral, congruent and incongruent respectively, * indicates a significant difference of p<0.05 and ** indicates a significant 
difference of p<0.001 
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activity. So, all windows with alcohol and caffeine intake were 

excluded from further analysis.  

For both the current stress level and the stress level of the past 

hour, linear models were created for each participant and each 

feature. S3-S4 were merged together due to imbalanced self-

reports [4]. No significant differences were found for all 

participants for both the current and the past one hour stress 

level. The corresponding absolute differences between the 

stress levels in feature values and the confidence intervals can 

be seen in Tables 4-6 in Appendix A.5. In general, it was seen 

that the variation in confidence intervals is larger than the 

absolute difference in a stress-related feature between two 

stress levels.  

IV. Discussion 
This study created a framework for capturing stress with a 

multi-sensor approach and compared stress-related features 

between laboratory and daily-life settings in three healthy 

individuals. The results point into the direction that stress-

related features are not similarly associated to stress in 

laboratory and daily-life setting. Next to that, stress-related 

features were  participant specific. Furthermore, no associations 

were found between stress-related features and SCWT. Future 

research should focus on including more subjects, to confirm 

these results.  

 

The framework captures three physiological signals, which are 

often used in stress detection in daily-life. The framework 

builds on previous research by implementing not only filtering 

steps and quality indicators for PPG, SC and ST [4,29,30,32], 

but also artifact detection in SC due to thermoregulation for 

example, which is assumed to be a large problem in ambulatory 

data [33]. Since good quality data is one of the main challenges 

in stress detection, especially in daily-life, previous research 

uses different ways to ensure good quality data by using 

methods such as smoothing, quality indicators, artifact 

detection based on machine learning. Although the different 

methods used are successful, the difference in methods also 

makes it more difficult to compare results. Especially because 

the results about the relation between stress and physiological 

signals have not been consistent [7]. Therefore, it is important 

that one general framework is created and this study provides a 

first start. Further research can built on this framework by 

including movement artefact detection for PPG, determining a 

cut-off for threshold for the slope of the temperature and further 

analysing which weights for skin conductance score 

components are most optimal for example.  

 

Comparing the results of the laboratory to the daily-life 

measurements showed that no stress-related feature was 

significantly associated with stress in both situations, for the 

current and past one hour stress level. This was not as expected, 

because in literature it was suggested that a participant would 

respond to stress in a similar manner in different settings [9]. 

An explanation for this finding is that there were not enough 

good quality windows to find effects in daily-life, as large part 

of the data had to be excluded due to low quality. Another 

reason for the finding is that the two minute interval, for the 

current stress-level, did not reflect the stress response, since no 

significant differences were found for the current stress level. 

For the past one hour also no significant differences were found 

which can be due to having large changes in physiology within 

one hour [9], masking the stress response. This makes it more 

difficult to detect, which might also explain the large variation 

in confidence intervals seen in the daily-life measurement. 

Another reason could be that the stress in daily-life are smaller 

stressors or trigger a different response, which may be more 

difficult to detect. Furthermore, stress in daily-life may have 

been short in duration [49], in which it is hard to find it in a 

large time window or to capture it with EMA due to recall bias. 

Lastly, the stress in daily-life can be very different to the stress 

captured in laboratory, since only mental and psychological 

stressors were applied in laboratory. Whereas in daily-life many 

different stressors were present such as work-related stress or 

damage of your property. 
 

The results in literature about features associated to stress in 

daily-life are different. Smets et al. [4] used in an ambulatory 

study also the stress level of the past hour and found four 

features (mHR, SCR area, SCR pow and mST) to be  significant 

different between the stress levels. These features were not 

found to be responsive to stress in this study, which might be 

explained by person-specificity of the stress response. Wijsman 

et al. [5] created regression models based on ambulatory data 

for the current stress level and for the average stress level of the 

past thirty minutes. Next to that, in [5] it was also seen that some 

subjects had the same features in both models, indicating that 

they had a similar stress response. However, others had 

different features included in the two models. This emphasizes 

the person-specificity of the stress response. In this study, no 

stress-related feature was responsive to stress for the current 

stress level and the stress level of the past hour, so at this point 

no pattern can be found in the physiological signals between the 

two stress references. An explanation for this might be that the 

references reflect different type of stress, very short-lived stress 

versus intermediate stress for example.   

 

Next to that, it is important to note that the stress measurement 

Figure 6: The self-reported stress of the three participants in daily-
life of the past one hour stress level on the x-axis and the current 
stress level on the y-axis. 1 means being not stressed and 4 means 
being very stressed. 
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in daily-life could be influenced by speaking. Two participants 

felt little stress after the baseline speaking task in the laboratory 

measurement, which was included to investigate the influence 

of speaking on features. Additionally, two features showed 

significant differences between baseline speaking task and non-

stressed moments (mHR and mSCL) in participant 3. The time 

domain heart rate feature showed significant differences, 

because speaking influences respiration, which in turn 

influences HRV [47]. In a laboratory measurement by Smets et 

al., it was also seen that misclassifications of baseline speaking 

task occurred [11]. However, it is important to note that 

participant 3 also experienced stress during the baseline 

speaking task. Therefore, the difference in features could occur 

due to stress or due to speaking or both. In laboratory and daily-

life analysis based on stress levels these features in participant 

3 did not show significant differences.  

 

The self-reports of the laboratory measurement showed the 

person-specificity of the stress response, similar to results in 

literature [4], leading to analysis of stress levels based on the 

self-reports. The results showed that different features 

responded to stress in the participants, by participant 1 only had 

significant differences in HF and SCR pow. HF decreased 

between S1 and S2 and between S1 and S3-S4, which was 

similar to literature [48]. The feature SCR pow also showed a 

decrease, which contradicts literature [4]. A reason for this 

could be that the sample size. The comparison between 

different self-reported stress levels in laboratory has not been 

done before.  

 

As this is the first time the SCWT is used with these settings, 

SCWT is analysed by response time and scores to make a first 

step towards validation. There was a significant increase in 

response time of the incongruent phase compared to the 

congruent phase in laboratory measurement for participant 1 

week 1 and in week 2 in daily-life, also compared to the neutral 

phase. Also participants 2 and 3 showed a significant difference 

in response time between congruent and incongruent phase in 

week 1 in daily-life. Participant 3 also showed a significant 

difference in response time between neutral and incongruent 

phase in week 1 in daily-life. In addition, there was a decrease 

of the number of correct answers given during the incongruent 

phase compared to the congruent and neutral phases in 

laboratory by participant 3 and in daily-life measurement for 

most participants. This was as expected, since the incongruent 

phase should induce stress, leading to longer response time and 

lower SCWT scores [9]. However, there were also unexpected 

findings. In laboratory the SCWT score was higher in the 

congruent phase compared to neutral phase for two participants. 

A reason for this could be that a learning effect occurred, since 

the congruent phase is quite similar to the neutral phase and it 

is repeated after each other. All participants showed in week 2 

in daily-life a lower response time for the incongruent phase 

compared to the incongruent phase in week 1. This was not as 

expected and can be due to learning effect. It is difficult to 

compare these results to literature, as scores and response times 

are not often reported and different settings are used [47].  

 

No significant differences were found in stress-related features 

between the three phases of SCWT in daily-life. A reason for 

this could be the small sample size or due to bad signal quality 

for example. Another reason could be that the SCWT does not 

induce stress, since the self-reports in laboratory setting showed 

that the smallest stressor change in self-reports was by SCWT. 

This may indicate that the SCWT as used in this study might 

not be useful to induce stress. In this study, no self-reports were 

prompted by SCWT in daily-life, which makes the comparison 

to laboratory and daily-life results and interpreting the results 

more difficult. Further research should also incorporate self-

reports when using a stress test in daily-life to assess if stress 

was successfully induced and further research is necessary to 

validate the SCWT with these settings.  

 

The strengths of the study were that it captures stress in a fully 

controlled and uncontrolled setting with a stress test in daily-

life as bridge in-between which is unique. Furthermore, this 

study provides a framework of pre-processing steps for a multi-

sensor approach to reduce noise and detect artifacts in these 

physiological signals. Also, in laboratory setting a comparison 

was made between the stress-related features based on self-

reports, which has not been done before. Next to that, the 

analysis was done on individual level with ideographic 

approach, which is not often done in literature. More studies on 

individual level is needed, since group level information is not 

straightforward to transfer to individual levels and the stress 

response is person-specific. 

 

Despite the strengths, this study also had limitations which have 

to be taken into account when interpreting the results. First of 

all, the sample size of this study was very small. Based on only 

three participants no strong conclusions can be drawn from this 

research.   

Second, there are some limitations in the pre-processing steps. 

The window length  was 30 seconds, which may have been too 

short to determine features such as HF [35]. Also, the skin 

temperature was used as reference for ambient temperature, but 

the difference between skin temperature and ambient 

temperature may vary. For example, when the blood pressure is 

increased, the skin temperature may show a more rapid decline 

compared to ambient temperature [49]. Next to that, the PPG 

template was set daily, future research should look into 

updating the PPG template throughout the measurement to 

make it more compatible to good PPG segments [31]. 

Furthermore, excluding the windows with high physical 

activity, food intake and caffeine and alcohol intake may have 

led to bias in the results. Next to that, the threshold on the slope 

of the temperature was relatively high compared to other 

threshold used in literature [33]. This could have led to 

thermoregulation influences on the skin conductance signal. 

However, a lower threshold was not possible due to the 

accuracy of the E4 sensor. Finally, the way the 30-second 

windows were created may have influenced the results. The 

windows were created from start of the measurement, but it 

using another start point for creating the windows might lead to 

more good quality windows.  

Third, the sensor reliability is questioned in literature. It is 

discussed that it seems E4 underestimates the SC features, 

which may be due to the wrist being less responsive to SC. This 

means that with E4 only larger stressors can be detected [50]. 

In this study, a large part of the windows had to be excluded 
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due to artifacts, especially in daily-life, mainly due to PPG 

signal. The data quality in daily-life was around 10% lower for 

the past one hour stress level and 20% lower for the current 

stress level compared to laboratory. By the current stress level 

and laboratory, the signal quality was reduced for higher stress 

levels, whereas by the past one hour stress level the signal 

quality was the highest for S3-S4. However, by the past one 

hour stress level the signal quality scores were all rather close 

to each other. These difference in samples available for each 

stress level might have influenced the results.  

Fourth, the stress references in daily-life measurement are 

based on self-reports, which may lead to bias compared to the 

laboratory measurement. This may raise doubts about if stress 

is actually captured or rather an increase in ANS activity. This 

should be further examined by looking at arousal levels and 

control of the SAM in combination with self-reports and 

physiological signals [4]. Also, it should be noted that the 

formulation of the 5-point Likert scale may have influenced the 

self-reports [7]. Further research should try to locate the stress 

response in the hour. Moreover, the obtained stress-levels were 

unbalanced, which may have influenced the results of the linear 

models.  

Fifth, the stress level did not always return to baseline after rest 

in the laboratory measurement, which means that the rest 

periods of five minutes may not have been enough. This was 

not reported by Plarre et al. [21], but Smets et al.[9] did report 

similar findings with a rest period of two minutes.  

Finally, the models that are compared between laboratory and 

daily-life are not exactly the same. Since the laboratory 

measurement is only one hour, it was assumed the timepoints 

will not differ as much as in daily-life within a stress level. 

Further research should test if this assumption is valid. Also, the 

autocorrelation between feature values was not taken into 

account as most features did not show high autocorrelations. 

Further research should take autocorrelation within features 

values into account. Furthermore, the linear model could be 

overfitted, as the sample size in this population is small. Finally, 

since this study focused on single subject, the results are more 

difficult to generalize to a broader population.  

 

Further research should look to validate the results that were 

found in this study with larger sample sizes and with other 

wearable sensors. Next to that, methods should be created for 

handling confounding variables in the data such as moderate to 

high physical activity, to reduce bias. Also, other stress tests in 

daily-life situations should be investigated, for example the 

Montreal Imaging Stress Task [9], to investigate if there are 

similarities between the stress response from the stress test and 

daily-life stressors. Next to that, further research could 

investigate if the similar stress responses occur for the same 

stressor and explore different timeframes for the stress level in 

daily-life. Moreover, as the results point into the direction that 

the stress-related features do not have similarities between 

laboratory and daily-life stressors, this should be further 

investigated with single subject studies.  

V. Conclusion 
This study provides a framework for a multi-sensor approach 

for stress detection in laboratory and daily-life settings. Next 

to that, the results point into the direction that the stress-

related features that are responsive to stress are not similar 

between laboratory and daily-life. These findings suggest that 

information about a person’s stress in laboratory and daily-life 

is complementing each other. Also, the results showed 

different stress-related features associated to stress for each 

participant, highlighting that the stress response is person-

specific and the need for personalized analysis. This study 

suggests the need for personalized techniques to model the 

stress response and to see the laboratory and daily-life settings 

as providing different information. Further research is 

necessary to improve the stress detection through 

physiological signals to create personalized just-in-time 

interventions to improve health.  
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Appendices  

A.1 Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) 
 

The EMA consists of nine questions which are about emotions linked to stress, the stress level, food 

and drinks (caffeine and alcohol) and physical activity, see below: 

1. Below you can see different emoticons from unhappy to happy. Please indicate which 

emoticon fits you best at this moment by giving the corresponding number.  

 

o 1 

o 2 

o 3 

o 4 

o 5 

 

2. Below you can see different emoticons from relaxed to highly-energetic. Please indicate 

which emoticon fits you best at this moment by giving the corresponding number.  

 

o 1 

o 2 

o 3 

o 4 

o 5 

 

3. Below you can see different emoticons from being controlled to fully in-control. Please 

indicate which emoticon fits you best at this moment by giving the corresponding number.  

 

o 1 

o 2 

o 3 

o 4 

o 5 

 

1     2         3              4   5 

1     2         3             4    5 

1      2           3               4    5 
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4. What is your current stress level? 

o Not at all stressed 

o Slightly stressed 

o Moderately stressed 

o Very stressed 

o Extremely stressed 

 

5. What is your average stress level of the past hour? 

o Not at all stressed 

o Slightly stressed 

o Moderately stressed 

o Very stressed 

o Extremely stressed 

 

6. Did you ate anything during the past hour? If yes, please write down the time at which you 

ate. If no, please write down “No”.  

 

7. Did you drink any alcohol or had any caffeine (black/green tea and/or coffee) intake during 

the past hour? If yes, please write down the time at which you the intake. If no, please fill in 

“No”.  

 

8. What is your current physical activity? Choose from the list below. 

o Lying 

o Sitting 

o Standing 

o Slow walking (<3km/hour) 

o Moderate to fast walking (>3km/hour) 

o Running 

o Cycling 

o Driving a car 

o Sports 

o Other activity 

 

9. Which physical activities did you perform during the last hour? Choose from the list below, 

you can select multiple answers.  

o Lying 

o Sitting 

o Standing 

o Slow walking (<3km/hour) 

o Moderate to fast walking (>3km/hour) 

o Running 

o Cycling 

o Driving a car 

o Sports 

o Other activity  
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A.2 Median vs. Butterworth filter 
Introduction 

The photoplethysmography (PPG) signal may contain noises and artifacts in the signal due to motion, 

baseline drifts or random noise due to external influences such as electromagnetic interference [51]. 

Therefore, as first pre-processing step a filter is implemented. In the literature, a band-pass 

Butterworth filter or a median filter is used to filter the PPG signal of the wearable E4 [29,32]. 

However, there is no gold standard for the type of filter that should be used in this setting. 

Therefore, both filters will be analyzed as the filters have different frequency domains.  

Theory 

The median filter is a non-linear filter which replaces the 

sample with the median of the samples in the chosen window. 

The median filter can be used to reduce noise depending on 

the window size. If the window is large, then the frequency of 

the output signal is lower, thus median filter can remove high-

frequency noise [52]. 

The Butterworth band-pass filter is a filter in which the 

frequency response is created as flat as possible. The 

magnitude is maximally flat in the beginning and decreases in 

the passband and stopband (Figure 7) [53,54]. However, the 

filter does not have a linear phase response, resulting in a 

phase delay in the output signal [55]. In Figure7 the shift in 

phase can be seen from 180 to -180 degrees. This can be 

prevented by shifting the signal back and forth with filtfilt function 

in Matlab.  

Method 

To investigate which filter is most appropriate, three types of noises are added to a reference signal. 

The reference signal is a part of a night, since then it is assumed that the signal is most “noise-free”, 

because of minimal movement artifacts and relaxation of the subject. The following three noises are 

added to the signals: Random white noise, baseline noise and movement noise. Random white 

Gaussian noise was created with the function agwn in Matlab with a signal to noise ratio of 10 (y = 

awgn(x,10,'measured')), baseline nose was created by adding linear slope (rate of slope of 0.1) to the 

reference signal and the movement noise was created by adding a sine function (frequency = 1.8 Hz 

based on walking frequency [56], amplitude = 40) to the reference signal. The noise characteristics 

were arbitrary chosen. The same participants are used as described in the article above.  

Results 

In Figure 8 and 9 only the results of one participant is shown, but results of other participants were 

comparable. The band-pass filter reduces the amplitude of the peaks and does not include the 

dicrotic notch in the output signal (Figure 8). The median filter is almost identical to the reference 

signal. However, the dicrotic notch is not of interest in this study. 

Figure 7: Bode plot of the band-pass filter 
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Results showed that the band-

pass filter has a reduced 

amplitude compared to signal 

corrupted with noise (Figure 9). 

The amplitude of the median 

filter is closer to the signal 

corrupted with noise. Both 

filters eliminate the baseline 

noise. Furthermore, it can be 

seen that the white noise 

filtered by the median filter adopts 

the shape of random white noise signal, but it does reduce the noisy peaks. The band-pass filter 

eliminates the noise in the entire signal. Finally, it can be observed that the median filter is close to 

the shape of the corrupted signal with movement noise. The band-pass filter eliminates the shape of 

the movement noise.  

 

Figure 9: Effect of band-pass and median filter on white noise, baseline noise and movement noise 

As it is difficult to judge based on visualization with the corrupted signal, Bland-Altman plots were 

created of the filtered signals which were corrupted with noise compared to the reference signal. 

The median filter shows smaller differences to the original signal compared to the band-pass filter, 

especially by the white noise and baseline noise (Figure 10). Only by the third participant more 

differences between median filter and original signal are seen, comparable to the band-pass filter.  

Figure 8: Effect of the band-pass and median filter on original data 
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Figure 10: Bland Altman plots of band-pass filter and median filter of the three noises 

Finally, since the features extracted from the PPG signal is based on peak detection, the last step is to 

compare the results in peak detection. The median filter is most close to the reference signal 

compared to the band-pass filter in both the heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV) (Table 3).  

Table 3: Results from peak detection of the reference signal and median and band-pass filter with different noises 

 HR (bpm) HRV (s) 

Original signal 70.6355 0.8494 

Median filtered white noise 70.5175 0.8509 

Band-pass filtered white noise 70.4587 0.8516 

Median filtered baseline noise 70.4587 0.8516 

Band-pass filtered baseline noise 70.4587 0.8516 

Median filtered movement noise 71.2430 0.8422 

Band-pass filtered movement noise 71.2430 0.8422 

 

Conclusion 

Based on the analysis, it was seen that the median filter is the most suitable filter to use in this case. 

The median filter is most close in HR and HRV compared to the reference signal, the shape is most 

close to the reference signal without adding noise to the signal. Furthermore, when looking at the 

Bland-Altman plots it was seen that the median filter was the closest to the reference signal with the 

random, baseline and movement noise.  
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A.3 Savitzky-Golay filter 
The Savizky-Golay (SG) filter was used in this study to filter the skin conductance and skin 

temperature signals. This filter was most often used, especially with E4 devices [29,32]. The SG filter 

was based on fitting a polynomial with the local least-squares method, that results in smoothing the 

input data. The SG filter is capable of reducing noise while preserving the shape and amplitude of the 

signal, which why the SG filter is often used. It can be seen as a weighted moving average filter, in 

which the heightening is provided by the polynomial [57]. Frequency characteristics of the SG filter 

are that it has a very flat passband, with moderate attenuation in the stopband [58]. The result of 

filtering the skin conductance and skin temperature with SG-filter is shown in Figure 11. It can be 

seen that the SG-filter smooths the skin conductance signal by reducing sharp peaks in the signal and 

in the skin temperature signal the edges of the transitions between temperatures are smoothed.  

 

  

Figure 11: Skin conductance and skin temperature with SG-filter 
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A.4 Quality indicators 
To detect artifacts in the physiological signals, quality indicators were used as shown in Figure 2 in 

the article.  

Quality Indicator For PPG:  Three quality indicators rules were applied: (1) Heart rate (HR) had to be 

between 40 and 180 beats per minute, (2) the maximal time between two PPG pulses may not 

exceed three seconds and (3) the ratio of the maximal time between two PPG pulses and the minimal 

time between two PPG pulses had to be less than 2.2. In Figure 12 examples of five second segments 

that were excluded due to meeting one of the three criteria are shown.  

Next, a correlation template matching step was performed in which the threshold was set each day 

based on the first quartile of the distribution. If the mean of the correlation of the five second 

segment did not exceed the threshold, then the segment was classified as bad and not included in 

further analysis. The worst 25% of the correlated peaks was discarded each day. In Figure 13 bad and 

good segments based on the correlation template matching analysis are shown.  

 

Figure 13: Examples of good and bad segments based on correlation template matching step in PPG processing 

Figure 12: Examples of bad segments based on quality indicator of PPG signal 
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Quality Indicator For SC: There were quality indicators based 

on the whole signal (1), phasic and tonic, and quality indicators 

only based on skin conductance responses (2), the phasic part 

of the signal. These quality indicators can be seen in Figure 14 

and also in Figure 2 of the article. Examples of five second 

segments that are classified as bad based on these quality 

indicators are shown in Figure 15.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quality Indicator For ST: The quality indicator of ST 

only consists of checking if the temperature is 

between 20 and 40 degrees Celsius in the five second 

segment (Figure 2). In Figure 16 an example is shown 

of a five second segment which did not met the 

quality indicator and is classified as a bad segment.  

 

 

  

Figure 15: Examples of bad SC segments due to quality indicators 

Figure 16: Example of bad segment due to quality indicator of ST 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

Figuur 14: Skin conductance quality indicators 
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A.5 Results of linear model with absolute difference with 95% CI 
 

In the three sub-sections (A.5.1-A.5.3) the results of the linear models for laboratory (Table 4), daily-

life with current stress level (Table 5) and daily-life with the past one hour stress level (Table 6) are 

shown.  

A.5.1 Laboratory results of the linear models 
 
Table 4: Laboratory results of the linear models for each participant between the stress levels, the absolute difference with 
the 95% CI are presented 

 S1 - S2 
participant 
1 (absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

S1 - S3-S4 
participant 
1 (absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

S2 – S3-S4 
participant 
1 (absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

S1 - S2 
participant 
2 (absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

S1 - S2 
participant 
3 (absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

S1 – S3-S4 
participant 
3 (absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

S2 – S3-S4 
participant 
3 (absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

mHR -2.7127  
(-1.27∙ 101, 
7.35) 

3.78 (-6.61, 
1.41∙ 101) 

6.49 (-0.38, 
1.34∙ 101) 

-5.28  
(-1.38∙ 101, 
3.21) 

14.75 
(4.67, 
24.82) 

6.22  
(-3.85, 
16.29) 

-8.53 (-
2.13∙ 101, 
4.21) 

SDN
N 

-0.02  
(-0.20, 
0.15) 

-0.08  
(-0.26, 
0.10) 

-0.06  
(-0.18, 
0.06) 

0.07  
(-0.11, 
0.24) 

0.11  
(-0.05, 
0.27) 

0.11  
(-0.05, 
0.27) 

-7.8∙ 10−17 
(-0.20, 
0.20) 

pNN
50 

-0.24  
(-0.67, 
0.19) 

-0.49  
(-0.94, -
0.04) 

-0.25  
(-0.55, 
0.04) 

    

HF -1.03∙ 105 
(-1.03 ∙
104, 1.02∙
104) 

-1.02∙ 105 
(-1.03 ∙
104, 1.02 ∙
104) 

1.69 ∙ 101 
(-3.5 ∙ 101, 
6.9 ∙ 101) 

14.8  
(-5.27∙ 101, 
9.25∙ 101) 

1.14∙ 102 
(1.54  ∙ 103, 
1.77 ∙ 103) 

3.24∙ 102 (-
1.33  ∙ 103, 
1.98 ∙ 103) 

2.09∙ 102 (-
1.89 ∙ 103, 
2.31 ∙ 103) 

LF/H
F 

0.33  
(-0.43, 
1.08) 

0.21  
(-3.5∙ 10−3, 
6.9∙ 10−3) 

-0.12  
(-0.64, 
0.39) 

-0.13  
(-0.51, 
0.25) 

-0.13  
(-0.73, 
0.47) 

-0.09  
(-0.69, 
0.51) 

0.04  
(-0.72, 
0.80) 

mSCL 0.04  
(-0.85, 
0.93) 

0.28  
(-0.64, 
1.20) 

0.24  
(-0.37, 
0.85) 

1.09 
(0.31, – 
1.86) 

0.09  
(-0.10, 
0.28) 

0.13  
(-0.06, 
0.32) 

0.04 (-0.20, 
0.29) 

minS
CL 

-0.10  
(-0.21, 
0.01) 

-0.08  
(-0.19, 
0.04) 

0.02  
(-0.05, 
0.10) 

    

Absd
iff2 

    1.1098∙
10−4 (-6.3∙
10−3, 6.5∙
10−3) 

3.30∙ 10−3 
(-3.1∙ 10−3, 
9.7∙ 10−3) 

3.1845∙
10−3 (-5.0∙
10−3, 0.01) 

SCRR     -1.54∙ 10−5 
(-0.26∙ 103, 
0.22∙ 103) 

3.01∙ 10−4 
(-0.06∙ 103, 
0.54 ∙ 103) 

3.12∙ 10−4 
(0.01∙ 103, 
0.62 ∙ 103) 

SCR 
dur 

    1.75∙ 103 (-
1.07 ∙ 104, 
1.42 ∙ 104) 

4.95∙ 103 (-
0.75∙ 104, 
1.74∙ 104) 

3.208∙ 103 
(-1.25 ∙
104, 1.89 ∙
104) 
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SCR 
amp 

-0.09  
(-2.72, 
2.54) 

0.16 
(-2.56, 
2.87) 

0.25  
(-1.55, 
2.05) 

0.84 
(-1.26, 
2.94) 

-0.04  
(-0.35, 
0.26) 

0.41  
(0.11, 0.71) 

0.45  
(0.07, 0.84) 

SCR 
pow 

-0.02  
(-0.02, –
1.62∙ 10−2) 

-0.02 (-1.8∙
10−2, - 
1.57∙ 10−2) 

5.99∙ 10−5 
(-4.0∙
10−4,1.60∙
10−3) 

1.01∙ 10−3 
(-1.3∙ 10−2, 
3.3∙ 10−2) 

7.60∙ 10−5 
(-0.35 ∙
103, 0.28  ∙
103) 

2.48∙ 10−4 
(-0.07∙ 103 
0.56 ∙ 103) 

2.86∙ 10−4 
(-0.11∙
10−3 0.68∙
10−3) 

mST 2.01  
(-1.37, 5.39 
) 

2.02  
(-1.47, 
5.50) 

6.4122∙
10−3  
(-2.30, 
2.31) 

-1.47  
(-3.43, 
0.49) 

0.57  
(-1.26, 
2.41) 

0.05  
(-1.79, 
1.88) 

-0.53 
(-2.84, 
1.79) 

SD 
ST 

-6.4918∙
10−3  
(-0.05, 
0.04) 

-0.02  
(-0.06 0.03) 

-0.01  
(-0.04, 
0.02) 

-8.17∙ 10−3  
(-0.03, 
0.02) 

0.06  
(-0.04, 
0.1693) 

8.74∙ 10−3 
(-0.10 0.11) 

-0.06  
(-0.19, 
0.08) 

ST 
slope 

-1.7705∙
103  
(-5.0∙
10−3,1.5∙
10−3) 

-2.28∙ 10−3  
(-5.6∙
10−3,1.1∙
10−3) 

-5.14∙ 10−4  
(-2.7∙
10−3,1.7∙
10−3) 

    

 

A.5.2 Daily-life results of the current stress level of the linear models 
 
Table 5: Daily-life results of the current stress level of the linear models for each participant between the stress levels, the 
absolute difference with the 95% CI are presented 

 S1 – S2 
participa
nt 1 
(absolut
e 
differen
ce, 95% 
CI) 

S1 – S3 
particip
ant 1 
(absolut
e 
differen
ce, 95% 
CI) 

S2 – S3-S4 
participan
t 1 
(absolute 
difference
, 95% CI) 

S1 – S2 
particip
ant 2 
(absolut
e 
differen
ce, 95% 
CI) 

S1 – S3 
particip
ant 2 
(absolut
e 
differen
ce, 95% 
CI) 

S2 – 
S3-S4 
partici
pant 2 
(absol
ute 
differe
nce, 
95% 
CI) 

S1 – S2 
particip
ant 3 
(absolut
e 
differen
ce, 95% 
CI) 

S1 – S3 
particip
ant 3 
(absolut
e 
differen
ce, 95% 
CI) 

S2 – S3-
S4 
particip
ant 3 
(absolut
e 
differen
ce, 95% 
CI) 

mHR 0.07  
(-13.62, 
13.76) 

-3.73  
(-14.05, 
6.58) 

-3.80  
(-18.88, 
11.27) 

-3.14 
(-10.29, 
4.00) 

2.10 
(-14.41, 
18.60) 

5.24 
(-
10.27, 
20.75) 

-1.14 
(-11.01, 
8.73) 

-5.14 
(-17.77, 
7.48) 

-4.00 
(-17.24, 
9.24) 

SDNN 0.031  
(-0.20, 
0.26) 

0.14 (-
0.04, 
0.31) 

0.11 
(-0.15, 
0.360) 
 

0.00307
9 (-0.18, 
0.18) 

-
0.10615 
(-0.18, 
 0.18) 

-0.11  
(-0.50, 
0.28) 

0.03 
(-0.13, 
0.20) 

-
0.00741
97 (-
0.22, 
0.20) 

-0.04 
(-0.26, 
0.18) 

pNN50 0.022 (-
0.68, 
0.73) 

0.317 
(-0.21, 
0.85) 

0.30  
(-0.48, 
1.07) 

      

HF 1625.5 
(-1.51∗
103, 

1951.3  
(-0.41∗
103, 

325.78 
(-3.13∗
103, 

553.38 
(-1.07∗
103, 

-260.75  
(-4.00∗
103, 

-
814.13  
(-4.33∗
103, 

-2056.4  
(-6.04∗
103, 

-2519.4  
(-7.60∗
103, 

-463.03 
(-5.79, 
4.86) 
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4.76∗
103) 

4.31∗
103) 

3.78∗
103) 

2.17∗
103) 

3.48∗
103) 

2.70∗
103) 

1.92∗
103) 

2.56∗
103) 

LF/HF 0.31  
(0.07, 
0.55) 

-0.03 
(-0.21, 
0.16) 

-0.34 
(-0.60, 
-0.07) 

0.04 
(-0.04, 
0.13) 

-0.022 
(-0.23, 
0.18) 

-0.07 
(-0.26, 
0.13) 

0.07 
(-0.15, 
0.28) 

-0.03 
(-0.30, 
0.25) 

-0.10 
(-0.38, 
0.19) 
 

mSCL 0.91 
(-4.06, 
5.89) 

0.65 
(-3.10, 
4.39) 

-0.268 
(-5.75, 
5.21) 

-0.05 
(-0.31, 
0.20) 

0.05 
(-0.55, 
0.64) 

0.10 
(-0.46, 
0.66) 

-0.01 
(-0.12, 
0.10) 

0.09 
(-0.05, 
0.23) 

0.10 
(-0.04, 
0.24) 

minSCL -0.05 
(-0.29, 
0.18) 

0.04 
(-0.14, 
0.22) 

0.09 
(-0.17, 
0.35) 

      

Absdiff2       -1.43∗
10−3  
(-0.02, 
0.02) 

-8.66∗
10−4 
(-0.03, 
0.03) 

5.63∗
10−4 (-
0.03, 
0.03) 

SCRR       1.49∗
10−3  
(-4.8∗
10−3, 
7.8∗
10−3) 

4.77∗
10−3 (-
3.3∗
10−3, 
1.29∗
10−2) 

3.27∗
10−3 (-
5.2∗
10−3, 
1.18∗
10−2) 

SCR dur       5.08∗
10−4 (-
3.8∗
10−3,4.
8∗
10−3) 

-2.71∗
10−4  
(-0.01, 
0.01) 

-7.79∗
10−4 (-
0.01, 
0.01) 

SCR 
amp 

0.35 
(-1.36, 
2.07) 

-0.26 
(-1.55, 
1.04) 

-0.61 
(-2.50, 
1.28) 

0.35 
(-0.03, 
0.70) 

-0.30 
(-1.15, 
0.54) 

-0.64 
(-1.43, 
0.16) 

-0.25 
(-0.75, 
0.26) 

0.15 
(-0.50, 
0.80) 

0.39 
(-0.29, 
1.08) 

SCR 
pow 

-0.03 
(-0.29, 
0.22) 

-0.07 
(-0.26, 
0.12) 

-0.04 
(-0.32, 
0.24) 

3.45∗
10−3 (-
1.7∗

10−3 
0.01) 

-8.49∗
10−4 (-
0.01, 
0.01) 

-4.29∗
10−3 
(-1∗
10−4, 
1∗
10−4) 

5.08∗
10−4 
(3.8∗
10−3, 
4.8∗
10−3) 

-2.71∗
10−4  
(-5.7∗
10−3 
5.2∗
10−3) 

-7.79∗
10−4 (-
6.5∗
10−3, 
5∗
10−3) 
 

mST -1.97 
(-4.37, 
0.43) 

-0.27 
(-2.08, 
1.54) 

1.70 
(-0.94, 
4.35) 

0.15 
(-2.88, 
3.19) 

2.81 
(-4.19, 
9.82) 

2.66 
(-3.92, 
9.24) 

-2.43 
(-6.85, 
1.99) 

0.64 
(-5.01, 
6.30) 

3.07 
(-2.86, 
9.00) 

SD ST -0.04 
(-0.12 
0.04) 

-0.01 
(-0.07, 
0.05) 

0.03 
(-0.06, 
0.12) 

-0.01 
(-0.06, 
0.04) 

-
2.1374∗
10−3 (-
0.11, 
0.11) 

0.01 
(-0.09, 
0.11) 

-0.05 
(-0.13, 
0.03) 

-6.44∗
10−4 (-
0.10, 
0.10) 

0.05 
(-0.06, 
0.16) 

ST slope 3.1823∗
10−3 (-
3.2∗
10−3 , 
0.01) 

0.01 
(1.2∗
10−3, 
0.01) 

2.7963∗
10−3 (-
4.2∗ 10−3 
0.01) 
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A.5.3 Daily-life results of the past one hour stress level of the linear models 
 

Table 6: Daily-life results with the past one hour stress level of the linear models, the absolute differences with 95% CI are 
presented 
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 S1 – S2 
particip
ant 1 
(absolut
e 
differen
ce, 95% 
CI) 

S1 – S3 
participant 
1 (absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

S2 – S3-S4 
participant 
1 
(absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

S1 – S2 
participa
nt 2 
(absolut
e 
differen
ce, 95% 
CI) 

S1 – S3 
participant 
2 (absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

S2 – S3-S4 
participant 
2 (absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

S1 – S2 
participant 
3 (absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

S1 – S3 
participant 
3 (absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

S2 – S3-S4 
participant 
3 (absolute 
difference, 
95% CI) 

mHR 0.26  
(-5.47, 
6.00) 

-2.14  
(-8.22, 
3.95) 

-2.40  
(-9.24, 
4.44) 

-1.96  
(-7.65, 
3.73) 

0.90  
(-1.36∙ 101, 
1.54∙ 101) 

2.86  
(-1.12∙ 101, 
1.69∙ 101) 

-5.49  
(-1.38∙ 101 
2.82) 

-3.85  
(-1.21∙ 101 
4.39) 

1.63  
(-8.72, 
1.20∙ 101) 

SDNN -0.04  
(-0.16 
0.09) 

0.09  
(-0.04 0.23) 

0.13  
(-0.02 
0.28) 

-0.03  
(-0.14, 
0.09) 

-0.11  
(-0.40, 
0.19) 

-0.08 
(-0.37, 
0.21) 

-0.11  
(-0.23, 
0.02) 

2.24∙ 10−3 
(-0.13, 
0.13) 

0.11 (-0.05 
0.27) 

pNN50 -0.03  
(-0.30, 
0.23) 

0.18  
(-0.10, 
0.47) 

0.21  
(-0.10, 
0.53) 

      

HF -4.44∙
102 (-
1.46∙
103, 
0.57∙
103) 

3.00∙ 102  
(-0.78∙ 103, 
1.38∙ 103) 

7.45∙ 102 
(-0.47∙
103, 1.96∙
103) 

-3.41∙
102 (-
1.04∙
103, 
0.36 ∙
103) 

-6.02  
(-2.37∙ 103, 
1.17∙ 103) 

-2.61∙ 102 
(-1.98∙ 103, 
1.45∙ 103) 

-9.12∙ 102 
(-2.63∙ 103, 
0.80∙ 103) 

-3.34∙ 102 
(-2.04∙ 103, 
1.37∙ 103) 

5.77∙ 102 (-
1.56∙ 103, 
2.72∙ 103) 

LF/HF 6.74∙
10−3 (-
0.04 
0.05) 

-1.67∙ 10−2 
(-0.06, 
0.03) 

-0.02  
(-0.07 
0.03) 

0.03  
(-0.02 
0.08) 

-0.03  
(-0.16, 
0.10) 

-6.52∙ 10−2 
(-0.19, 
0.06) 

0.033  
(-0.09, 
0.15) 

-6.63∙ 10−3 
(-0.12, 
0.11) 

-0.04  
(-0.19, 
0.11) 

mSCL -0.51  
(-2.00 
0.98) 

-1.07  
(-2.65, 
0.51) 

-0.56  
(-2.33, 
1.21) 

-0.04  
(-0.33, 
0.25) 

-0.11  
(-0.84, 
0.63) 

-0.06  
(-0.78, 
0.65) 

-0.06  
(-0.28, 
0.17) 

0.05  
(-0.18, 
0.27) 

0.06  
(-0.17, 
0.28) 

minSC
L 

-0.02  
(-0.07, 
0.03) 

-0.03  
(-0.08, 
0.02) 

-8.08∙
10−3 (-
0.06, 0.05) 

      

Absdiff
2 

      -8.43∙ 102 
(-1.97∙ 103, 
0.28∙ 103) 

64.19  
(-1.05∙ 103, 
1.18∙ 103) 

9.07∙ 102  
(-0.49, 
2.31) 

SCRR       -8.68∙ 10−3 
(-0.02∙
10−3, 5.8∙
10−3) 

-1.84∙ 10−3 
(-1.62∙
10−2, 1.25∙
10−2) 

6.83∙ 10−3 
(-0.01, 
0.02) 

SCR 
dur 

      -25.89  
(-61.32, 
9.54) 

2.96  
(-32.22, 
38.14) 

28.85  
(-15.29, 
72.99) 

SCR 
amp 

8.12  
(-76.01 
92.24) 

-40.59  
(-1.30∙ 102, 
48.67) 

-48.71  
(-1.49∙
102, 
51.55) 

-10.09  
(-30.54 
10.36) 

-20.1 (-
72.15 
31.96) 

-10.01 (-
60.42, 
40.40) 

-25.89 (-
61.32, 
9.54) 

2.96 (-
32.22, 
38.14) 

28.85 (-
15.29, 
72.99) 

SCR 
pow 

-0.01 
 (-0.04 
0.02) 

-0.02  
(-0.05, 6.8∙
10−2) 

-0.01  
(-0.04, 
0.02) 

-1.183∙
10−3  
(-3.9∙
10−2, 

-1.53∙ 10−3 
(-8.50∙
10−3, 5.40∙
10−3) 

-3.44∙ 10−3 
(-7.1∙ 10−3, 
6.4∙ 10−3) 

-5.41∙ 10−3 
(1.34∙
10−2, 2.60∙
10−3) 

-2.94∙ 10−3 
(-0.01, 2.6∙
10−3) 

5.4052∙
10−3 (-2.6∙
10−3, 1.34∙
10−2) 
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1.5∙
10−2) 

mST 0.58  
(-1.04 
2.19) 

-0.13  
(-1.83, 
1.59) 

-0.70  
(-2.62, 
1.22) 

0.96  
(-1.71, 
3.62) 

2.37  
(-4.42, 
9.15) 

1.41  
(-5.16, 
7.98) 

-0.61  
(-3.01, 
1.78) 

-0.37  
(-2.75, 
2.01) 

0.61 
(-1.78, 
3.01) 

SD ST 5.252∙
10−3 (-
1.75∙
10−2, 
2.80∙
10−2) 

2.89∙ 10−2 
(4.6∙ 10−3, 
0.05) 

0.02  
(-3.6∙
10−3, 
0.05) 

-0.01  
(-3.12∙
10−2, 
6.1∙
10−3) 

-9.52∙ 10−4 
(-5.7∙ 10−2, 
0.04) 

3.01 ∙ 10−3 
(-0.04, 
0.05) 

-4.85∙ 10−3  
(-0.04, 
0.03) 

-1.2∙ 10−2 
(-0.05, 
0.03) 

-7.20∙ 10−3 
(-5.64∙
10−2 -4.20∙
10−2) 

ST 
slope 

-5.52∙
10−4  
(-1.7∙
10−3, 
6.0∙
10−4) 

-9.00∙ 10−4 
(-2.1∙ 10−3 
3.0∙ 10−4) 

-3.47∙
10−4 (-1.7∙
10−3, 1.0∙
10−3) 
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Chapter 2: Background 
 

2.1 Introduction 
In the recent years, the prevalence of stress in the worldwide population has been increasing. In 

2013 51% European working people reported that stress often occurs in work situations [1]. Stress 

can lead to positive short-term effects such as having more motivation or excitement. However,  

long-term stress can lead to chronic diseases such as diabetes [2]. In order to prevent stress, it has to 

be captured first[3]. Stress can be estimated by different methods, arising from the mechanisms 

behind the stress response. The gold standard for measuring stress is by the use of questionnaires, 

these are subjective assessments of stress and only provide a snapshot of someone’s stress level 

[1,3,4]. A more objective method to capture stress is by measuring hormones such as cortisol, but 

this requires invasive sampling. With the rise of wearable sensors, the focus of stress assessment has 

shifted towards capturing stress using physiological signals. Since wearable sensors can measure 

physiological signals continuously, the door is opened to capture stress in daily-life [3].  

2.2 Definition of stress 
It is important to define stress, but there is no universal definition of stress. The first definition of 

stress was created by Hans Selye as "the nonspecific response of the body to any demand" [5]. Since 

the first definition, many different definitions have been created for stress depending on the context 

of the research. These definitions can be summarized as three types: Stress generated by 

surroundings, stress as physiological response to a stressor (similar to Seyle’s definition) and stress as 

interaction between surroundings and the individual [6,7]. These definitions have all suffered 

criticism. The first two definitions were criticized for not acknowledging that the stress response can 

differ for stressors and stress response is person specific [7]. As a result, the definition of stress in 

research has shifted to looking at the interaction between the individual and the environment, often 

referred to as psychological stress. The definition of stress in this study is taken from Liu et al. [8]: 

“Stress is a state of threatened homeostasis provoked by a psychological, environmental, or 

physiological stressor.” This definition is chosen, since it takes all three definitions and criticism into 

account.  

A distinction can be made between acute and chronic stress. Acute stress arises from an incident and 

is only enduring for a short period of time, such as finishing work before a deadline. If the incidents 

are repeatedly occurring, the stress response to the incident will become chronic at a certain point 

[9]. Chronic stress arises due to a prolonged imbalance and induces negative mental and physical 

symptoms, influencing blood pressure and cholesterol levels. Chronic stress especially induces 

negative symptoms if the individual has poor coping skills [7]. The response to stress consists of three 

slow to fast axes, which regulates the acute to chronic stress response.   

2.3 Physiological mechanisms of stress response 
There are three mechanisms that regulate the stress response from acute to chronic, which are: 

neuronal, neuroendocrine and endocrine axes. Neural axes provides an acute response, 

neuroendocrine acute to chronic response and endocrine axes regulates a chronic response [10]. 

These three axes will be described below.  

The autonomic nervous systems (ANS) is responsible for the regulation of homeostasis and the 

internal environment of the body. Therefore, it regulates different physiological activities in the 

body, such as the heart rate, muscles and gland secretion [4]. The ANS consists of the 
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parasympathetic nervous system (PSNS) and the sympathetic nervous system (SNS). The PSNS cares 

for relaxation and stabilization of the body, whereas the SNS makes the body ready for action [4,10]. 

When an individual is experiencing stress, the SNS is activated by the paraventricular nucleus of the 

hypothalamus. These are the first systems that are activated by a stress response, because of the fast 

neural pathways [10]. Next to the SNS, two more neural axes form the response to stress, namely the 

parasympathetic nervous system (PSNS) and neuromuscular nervous system. The PSNS inhibits or 

slows down functions in the targeted organs [10]. Besides, the neuromuscular system can be 

activated as a result of a stressor, when this is done excessively it can lead to neuromuscular 

dysfunctions [10]. The largest effects of the neurological axes are immediate and the effects do not 

have the potential to prolong to chronic effects, since the axon branches are not able to continue 

releasing neurotransmitters under high stimulation.  

In order to maintain a more chronic reaction to stress [11], another physiological mechanism is 

activated, which is the neuroendocrine axis [10]. The neuroendocrine axis is activated via the SNS. 

With this mechanism, the body is ensuring to have enough energy for the “fight-or-flight” response 

to control the stress and to prevent losing homeostasis [11]. The “fight-or-flight” response leads to 

increased heart rate and sweat gland activity amongst other physiological effects [4]. The effect of 

the norepinephrine and epinephrine is an increased adrenergic activity in the body, which have 

similar effects as the direct innervation from the sympathetic nervous system [10]. The epinephrine’s 

have a delay of thirty seconds before measurable effects can be detected, due to using systemic 

circulatory system as transport mechanism instead of neural pathways [10]. The response of the 

neuroendocrine axis has an ten times longer response duration compared to neural axes, it can range 

from intermediate to chronic stress responses [10]. The mechanism to prepare the body for the fight 

or flight response has also been referred to as the sympathetic adrenal medullary system (SAM).  

At the same time that the paraventricular nucleus activates the SNS, the corticotropin-releasing 

factor (CRF) and arginine vasopressin (AVP) hormones are released in the adrenal cortical axes by the 

paraventricular nucleus [1,10,12]. These hormones encourage the pituitary gland to create the 

hormone adrenocorticotropic (ACTH). The function of ACTH is then to synthesize and release the 

glucocorticoids out of the adrenal cortex, also called the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis 

[1,10]. Cortisol creates negative feedback loops by releasing ACTH, reducing the paraventricular 

nucleus activity and reducing the production of CRF in the hippocampus [1]. The endocrine axes are 

the last pathway to react to the stressor, because it is almost fully dependent on the circulatory 

system for transport and the need of higher intensity of the stimulus for activation and can result in 

chronic stress [10]. 

In summary, the neuronal axes are firstly activated and lead to an immediate response. After that, 

the neuroendocrine axis is activated leading to an intermediate response, which can potentially be 

prolonged to a chronic response. Lastly, the endocrine axes are activated and provide a chronic 

response to the stressor. An overview of the three pathways and their response can be seen in Figure 

17 [10]. For acute stress the neuronal axes and the neuroendocrine axes are the most important 

pathways to form the response. For chronic stress, the endocrine axes is the key pathway that create 

the response, but the neuroendocrine axis can also play a role. Thus, the different mechanisms for 

stress response can overlap. The neuroendocrine mechanism and the endocrine axes are most 

common to overlap since both may respond to chronic stressors [10].   
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Figure 17: The three pathways of the stress response, taken from [8]. The neural axes is formed by the parasympathetic 
nervous system, sympathetic nervous system and pyramidal and extrapyramidal pathways, leading to an immediate 
response. The neuroendocrine axes pathway is formed by the sympathetic nervous system and medulla, leading to 
intermediate responses. Lastly, the pathway of the endocrine axes is formed by pituitary via the cortex leading to long-term 
responses.  

2.4 Physiological signals related to stress 
The stress response is created by three pathways: Neutral axes, neuroendocrine axis and endocrine 

axis. The neural axes response can be measured with physiological signals. However, these responses 

are only immediate and do not last long. The neuroendocrine axes produces a response for a longer 

time (immediate effects) and can also be measured by these physiological signals. Next to that, 

adrenal medullary catecholamines could be assessed by blood analyses, but this is invasive. The 

stress response of the endocrine axis is mostly captured by measuring cortisol, which is also invasive 

[4,10]. Therefore, physiological signals are used to capture stress which are primarily created by the 

neuroendocrine axes.  

Stress responses can be measured through physiological signals, such as; blood volume pulse, skin 

conductance, blood pressure and skin temperature [1]. In this thesis, the focus is on these signals as 

these are easy and accurately measurable with a wearable device [1]. In the following sections each 

of these signals will be discussed in relation to stress. Additionally, the relevant characteristics of the 

physiological signals, also called features, will be covered and can be seen in Table 4. A choice 

between mean/median and standard deviation/interquartile range will be made based on the 

distribution of the feature.  
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Table 4: Features of the three physiological signals and feature abbreviation with references, which are studies in which the 
features were used for stress detection.  

Feature 
abbreviation 

Full name of feature Feature description Extracted 
from type 
signal 

Reference 

mHR Mean/median heart 
rate 

Measures the overall effect of the SNS 
(increase heart rate) and PNS (decrease 
heart rate) [1,13]. 

PPG [3] [4] 
[14] [15] 

HRV Heart rate variability The variation in the duration of the 
normal-to-normal interval [16], it captures 
neurocardiac function which is the 
interaction between the heart and the 
brain. This interaction is initiated by 
processes of ANS and heart-brain 
interconnection [13,17]. 

PPG [4] [18] 
[19] [20] 
[14] [15] 

SDNN Standard 
deviation/interquartile 
range of normal-to-
normal intervals 

Measures total HRV that arises from all 
the factors (random and recurring 
sources) that contribute to HRV [13,16]. 

PPG [7] [3] 
[14] [21] 

pNN50 Proportion of the 
successive normal-to-
normal intervals that 
differ more than 50 
ms 

Extracts periodic variability from baseline 
heart rate [16]. 

PPG [22] [14] 
[21] 

RMSSD Root of the 
mean/median of the 
sum of squares of 
differences in normal-
to-normal intervals 

Measure of the variance in normal-to-
normal intervals of heat rate and 
estimates PNS changes due to breathing in 
heart rate variability [13,17]. 

PPG [3] [22] 
[14] 

LF Heart rate variability 
in the low frequency 
band (0.04-0.15 Hz) 

Index for sympathetic modulations and 
activity of vagus nerve (major nerve fiber 
in PNS) to regulation of cardiac processes 
[4,23]. 

PPG [20] 

HF Heart rate variability 
in the high frequency 
band (0.15-0.4 Hz) 

Measure of parasympathetic activity, 
resembles variations in heart rate due to 
breathing also known as respiratory sinus 
arrhythmia [13].  

PPG [20] 

LF/HF Ratio of the low and 
high frequency band 
of heart rate 
variability 

Measure of the sympathovagal balance, 
which means the influence of SNS and PNS 
on an autonomic state [4]. 

PPG [7] [3] 
[20] 

mSCL Mean/median skin 
conductance level 

Mean tonic component of skin 
conductance, which is changes in order of 
minutes, reflects general arousal level of 
an individual and depends on ambient 
temperature for example [24,25].  

SC [26] [27] 

minSCL Minimum skin 
conductance level 

The lowest value of the tonic component 
of SC.  

SC [22] 
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SD SCL Standard 
deviation/interquartile 
range of skin 
conductance level 

Measure of variation in the tonic 
component of SC, reflecting change in 
general arousal level and ambient 
temperature for example [25].  

SC [22]  

SCR diff2 Signal power of 
galvanic skin response 
in the second 
difference 

Measure of the fast high-frequency 
changes in the responses by investigating 
energy of the phasic part of the SC signal 
of the second difference [28]. 

SC [29] [27] 

mSCR Mean/median skin 
conductance response 

Measure that reflects the stimulation of 
the SNS, which results in higher-frequency 
variability in SC (phasic component) [25].  

SC [4] 

SCRR Skin conductance 
response rate 

Measure of the number of SCRs in a 
specific time frame divided over length of 
that time frame. It measures the 
frequency of the physiological response to 
stressors [4,24]. 

SC [4] [22] 
[30] 

SCR dur Total duration of the 
skin conductance 
response 

It is the sum of the duration of the SCRs. It 
can be defined as the time from the start 
of the increase in skin conductance (as 
caused by production of sweat) till there is 
an decrease in SC [4].   

SC [4] 

SCR mag Total magnitude of 
the skin conductance 
response 

Measure of the strength of the firing of 
the sympathetic nerve in the skin [4,31].  

SC [4] [30] 

SCR area Sum of the area of 
skin conductance 
responses 

Determined by the amplitude and 
duration of the SCRs [3].  

SC [3] 

SCR pow Signal power of the 
skin conductance 
response 

Measure of the signal energy of the 
physiological response to certain stressor 
[3,28].  

SC [3]  

mST Mean/Median skin 
temperature 

Measure of direct connection with the 
blood flow in blood vessels [32]. 

ST [3] [33] 
[34] 

SD ST Standard 
deviation/interquartile 
range of the skin 
temperature 

Change in temperature or blood flow in 
blood vessels [32]. 

ST [3] 

ST slope Slope of the skin 
temperature 

Slope of skin temperature is determined 
by a linear line fitted to the data. It 
indicates when there is rise or fall in 
temperature and blood flow in blood 
vessels to the skin [35]. 

ST [3] 

 

 

 

 

2.4.1 Photoplethysmography  
The photoplethysmography (PPG) measures the variation in blood flow volume. From the PPG, the 

heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV), the beat-to-beat interval, can be derived. The PSNS 

SNS: Sympathetic Nervous System, PNS: Parasympathetic Nervous System, ANS: Autonomic Nervous 

System, HRV: Heart rate variability, SCRs: Skin Conductance Responses, PPG: Photoplethysmography, 

SC: Skin Conductance and ST: Skin Temperature 
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controls HR and HRV in rest conditions, leading to a decreased HR and an increased HRV due to vagal 

activity. The vagus nerve manages involuntary body functions such as digestion. Whereas, in stressed 

situations, the SNS is dominant leading to increased HR and decreased HRV as result of increased 

activity of sympathetic path and reduction of vagal activity [36].  

The features of the PPG can be divided into time and frequency domain features. The mean HR 

increases during stressed moments in laboratory setting [4] and daily-life [3]. HRV is also an 

important time domain feature for capturing stress in laboratory setting [14,15], it decreases under 

stressed conditions [19,20]. In daily-life stress detection models, HRV was also important features 

[18,21]. Next to that, root mean squared of the squared differences of normal-to-normal intervals 

(RMSSD) is related to stress in laboratory [14,22] and daily-life [3]. Another important parameter to 

capture stress is the standard deviation of the normal-to-normal intervals (SDNN) in laboratory 

[14,22] and daily-life [3,7,21]. Furthermore, the proportion of the successive normal-to-normal 

intervals that differ more than 50ms (pNN50) showed a significant difference between stressed and 

rest moments in laboratory [14] and daily-life [21].  

The HRV can also be determined in frequency domain in which low frequency (LF) band is 0.04-15 Hz 

and high frequency (HF) band is 0.15-0.4 Hz. The HF band reflects the parasympathetic neural 

activity, LF corresponds to sympathetic and parasympathetic neural activity and the ratio LF/HF 

reflects sympathetic information [7]. LF is increased during stressed conditions in laboratory setting 

[20], whereas HF is decreased during stressed conditions in laboratory setting [20]. The ratio LF/HF is 

associated to stress in laboratory setting [20] and daily-life [7].  

In summary, literature showed that time-based heart rate features (mean HR, HRV, SDNN, RMSSD 

and pNN50) and frequency based heart rate features (LF, HF and ratio LF/HF) were associated with 

stress responses in laboratory and daily-life settings.  

2.4.2 Skin conductance 
The second physiological signal is the skin conductance (SC), which captures the sweat production. 

The main function of the sweat production is thermoregulatory. However, sweating is also regulated 

by the SNS, which controls emotional sweating. The thermoregulatory sweat glands are only found in 

limited areas of the body, for example the arm pits, whereas the emotional sweat glands can be 

found throughout the body. The emotional sweat glands play the largest role of these three glands in 

sweat production [37]. The emotional sweat glands are innervated by the sympathetic nerves and 

therefore are involved in the emotional stress, next to the thermoregulation [30]. During a stress 

response, the SNS is activated resulting in the sweat glands filling up. As a result, the SC increases 

before the sweat is removed [31]. After the sweat is removed, the SC decreases [31] (Figure 18). 

The skin conductance level (SCL) is the slowly varying part of the skin conductance or tonic 

component and the fast changing part is the skin conductance response (SCR) or phasic component 

[38]. SCRs are rapid changes in the SC signal as response to a neural stimulus from SNS. SCRs are 

specified as a peak (rise in SC) followed by a gradually decline due to removal of sweat (Figure 2 

[39]). Different measures can be extracted from SCRs, for example the amplitude. SCL corresponds to 

slow changes in the SC signal and is often computed over a longer period of time. This means that 

SCL captures the general level of arousal of a subject [40], which increases when stress occurs due to 

the sweat glands filling up [1]. The change in SCL is normally between 1 and 6 μS [7,39]. Next, the 

features of both parts of the signal are discussed. 
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Figure 18: Skin conductance response [39] 

The mean SCL is associated to stress in laboratory setting [26,27,29]. Also, minimum SCL is shown to 

be important in classifying stress in laboratory setting [22]. Furthermore, the standard deviation of 

SCL can be used in stress detection models in laboratory setting [22].  

The SCR usually occurs within a couple of seconds after a neural stimulus. The amplitude of SCR is 

associated with a stress response in laboratory [4,30] and daily-life setting [41]. Also, the SCRs rate 

provides information about the stress response in laboratory setting [4,30]. Next to that, the total 

duration of SCRs increases during stressed conditions in laboratory setting [4]. Another important 

SCR feature for stress detection is the mean SCR, this was shown in laboratory setting [4,29]. 

Furthermore, the absolute second difference of SCR is important in classification models of stress 

detection in laboratory [27,29]. The SCR area is shown to be higher during stressed conditions in 

daily-life [3]. Lastly, the signal power of SCR is related to stress in daily-life, in which a higher signal 

power is associated with higher levels of stress [3].  

In summary, three SCL features (mSCL, minSCL and SD SCL) and seven SCR features (SCR amp, SCRR, 

SCR dur, mSCR, SCR diff2, SCR area and SCR pow) are related to stress in laboratory and daily-life 

settings.  

2.4.3 Skin temperature 
The last physiological signal used in this thesis is the skin temperature (ST). When a subject is 

exposed to stress, the blood flow to the skin will be reduced, due to direct increased SNS activity. The 

SNS increase results in narrowing the blood vessels, which leads under the presence of 

norepinephrine. Thus, the skin temperature is decreased in stressful situations due to the reduced 

blood flow [17,7]. 

The mean ST is shown to be responsive to stress in laboratory [33,34] and daily-life setting [3]. Also, 

the standard deviation of ST is related to stress in daily-life setting [3]. Finally, the slope of ST is 

higher during unstressed conditions compared to stressed conditions in daily-life [3].  

2.4.4 Confounding factors to stress response 
The stress response is mediated by the ANS, but the ANS also regulates numerous other processes 

leading to mediating factors for the stress response. One of these factors is physical activity, which 

activates the SNS comparable to the stress response. As a result, physical activity may blur the effect 

of the stress response on the physiological signals. In addition, physical activity distorts the 

physiological signals with movement artefacts, especially in ambulatory measurements. 

Consequently, specific quality indicators for the physiological signals are needed to detect these 

movement artefacts [6]. Not only physical activity can lead to inaccuracies in the physiological 

signals, also placement of the sensor and respiratory movement influence the accuracy of the signals 
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[4]. Another confounding factor is alcohol, since that activates the HPA axis and thus the ANS too 

[41]. Additionally, caffeine activates the ANS as well, which may lead to masking the effect of the 

stress response on the physiological signals [42]. Next to that, the intake of food also stimulates ANS, 

since it regulates metabolism and cardiovascular system after food intake. This means that food 

intake is another confounding factor for the stress response [43]. Finally, ambient temperature is a 

confounding factor for the skin conductance signal, as one of the pathways that is included in the 

skin conductance response is regulating thermoregulatory sweating. Other pathways include high 

physical activity, which increases sweating due to the generated body heat [39].  

2.5 State of the Art  
Previous research has shown that stress can be captured by physiological signals from wearable 

sensors in laboratory settings [1,3,7,44]. Also, high classification accuracies were achieved for 

stressed moments in laboratory based on physiological responses [29]. This implies that physiological 

responses capture the stressed moments in a controlled setting. However, the induced stress in a 

controlled setting is not comparable to the stress that occurs in daily-life. Additionally, the stress 

captured in laboratory is only done for a short amount of time. With the rise of the wearable sensors, 

the opportunity to measure stress in the home situation arises. Therefore, the focus of studying 

stress has shifted from laboratory towards stress detection in ambulatory settings. Detection of 

stress is vital as stress is a major contributing factor to chronic disease [8]. So, detecting stress can 

aid the improvement of lifestyle and prevention of chronic diseases.  

In ambulatory setting, the past research can be divided into semi-ambulant, which is observing stress 

in a specific situation, and monitoring stress in daily-life setting [3,45,46]. Healey and Picard for 

example showed that skin conductance and heart rate had the highest association with the stress 

level of the participants while driving [47]. The SWEET study by Smets et al., showed associations 

between physiological signals and stress based on self-reports in daily-life [3]. Although these results 

show that it is promising to use physiological signals in daily-life for stress detection, the classification 

accuracies in daily-life are lower compared to laboratory settings [46].  

The stress detection in daily-life is challenging due to confounding factors, lack of a continuous stress 

reference and person-specific stress responses [1]. Physical activity is an important confounding 

factor, since it influences the physiological signals and the quality of the signals also after the activity 

has ended [1]. Another challenge, is that there is no continuous stress reference for daily-life stress 

measurements to compare the results of the physiological signals to. In laboratory setting, the 

moments when a stressor is applied are used as reference for stressed moments. Whereas, in daily-

life there is no continuous reference available when a person is stressed, how often the person is 

stressed or how long the person is stressed. To overcome the challenge of having no stress 

reference, stress research relies, for now, on self-reported questionnaires [4,7]. Ecological 

Momentary Assessments (EMA) are often used, which are self-reports that are repeatedly asked 

throughout the day to reduce recall bias. The EMAs can be time-based, send at random, specific 

moments, or event-based. Besides the reference for stress, another challenge is that stress 

responses tend to be person-specific. This was shown with a large-scale study by Smets et al [3]. This 

suggests that personal models could yield higher classification accuracies than general models, which 

was confirmed by an ambulatory study of Can et al [48]. This suggests the need for personalized 

techniques in ambulatory setting. Finally, in daily-life it is difficult to capture the baseline of one’s 

physiological signals, which is a rest state of one’s physiological signals. This is especially difficult, 

since this might change throughout the ambulatory study. In laboratory, the baseline is captured by 

first letting the participant rest for ten minutes before starting with the protocol for example. 

However, in daily-life it is more difficult to capture a baseline measurement, since it can depend on 
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someone’s sleep for example. A method to capture the baseline is to measure each night, as done in 

an ambulatory study by Smets et al [3].  

Personalized techniques for ambulatory settings were addressed in research by Smets et al., in which 

clusters on Montreal Imaging Stress Test in daily-life were created [6]. The results suggest that the 

type of features that are associated with a stress test in daily-life and daily-life stressors can be 

similar, which implies that these features can be a promising tool to improve the classification 

accuracy [6]. In addition, the results showed that the stress test may be useful for personalized 

calibration, or in other words the stress test may be used to capture a baseline of the physiological 

signals [6]. Although the results indicate that a stress test could be used for normalization and 

clustering of features, the models with information from the stress test showed low classification 

accuracies. So,  further research is necessary to determine if the stress responses to the stress test 

and daily-life stressors are similar.  

Next to using a stress test for improving ambulatory models, also models based on laboratory data 

were used. Hovspian et al [18]., created a model that was trained on laboratory data and applied it to 

laboratory and field data, leading to a prediction accuracy of 90% for laboratory data and 72% for the 

field data. This implies that the models built in laboratory show lower accuracies in daily-life, 

suggesting that the stress responses are different in laboratory compared to daily-life. Thus, to 

improve the accuracy of stress classification more information about the relation between the stress 

responses during laboratory stressors, stress test in daily-life and daily-life stressors is needed. 

2.6 Scope of the thesis 
This thesis focuses on (1) establishing a framework for a multi-sensor approach, and (2) comparing 

the stress-related features captured in laboratory setting to stress-related features captured in daily-

life setting. With the aim to determine how the accuracy of stress detection in daily-life can be 

improved. Next to laboratory and daily-life stressors, this research also includes a stress test in daily-

life to bridge the gap between a fully controlled and a fully uncontrolled setting. With this 

comparison, suggestions can be made for further research on how to improve the stress detection in 

daily-life.  
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